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These French words have for the most part disappeared, and
the immense number of Italian words brought to the Greek
East by merchant colonies from Venice and Genoa and by
the later Italian conquerors belong only to the end of our
period.
But a little more space must be given to the Latin words.
Byzantium was a New Rome, and Roman administration,
Roman law, and the Roman army system inevitably brought
with them a great number of Latin words.1 How deeply
such professional words entered into the language of ordinary
life may be doubted; nor can the test of survival be applied,
as all such words naturally disappeared when the govern-
ment fell into the hands of the Turks. But so many Latin
words adopted for the common objects of life are still
surviving that we may be sure that the Latin element played
a real part in the ordinary language of Byzantium, spoken as
well as written. We give a few examples of these words as
collected by Gustav Meyer:z d/couju-m^o), accumbere\a.p}w,^fem^
arma\ apjuapi, armarium\ /JapjSaros', barbatus (stallion); jStyAa,
vig(f)Iare\ /Jto'Aa, viola; jSotfAAa, bulla\ fefaSeutO) defendere\
i, caliga. Then come the names of the months: /Wapi?,
oi;api?, and popularly ^AejSapts under the influence of
3a, because of the swelling of the springs. Map™?, '^piAt?,
and the rest. Further examples are creAAa, saddle^ om-n;
Tropra; crrpara, road\ ^oupvos", oven\ a/caAa, steps^ landing-place
—Latin words heard every day in Greece, though many of
them have always belonged to the spoken rather than to the
written language. It is to be remarked, however, that until
the nineteenth century the extremest conservatism of Greek
was shown rather in matters of morphology and in the
preservation of ancient words than in any great dislike of
foreign words; Latin words also were so closely entwined
with the very centre of Byzantine life that, even if they were
recognized as non-Greek, they were regarded as free from the
stigma of barbarism which attached itself to later comers.
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1	Studied by L. Lafoscade, 'Influence du Latin sur le Grec', in BibL de FEcole
des Hautes Etudes, vol. xcii, followed by Triandaphyllidis's Lexique des mots latins
dans Thfophile et les novelles de Justinien.
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